
Culinary Intern

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

As a Culinary Intern entry-level professional, responsible for&amp;nbsp; gaining hands-on 
experience in recipe formulations, menu development, and daily kitchen operations, Supporting 
chefs, developing recipes, maintaining work stations clean, measuring ingredients, replenishing 
supplies, and completing other duties as assigned by supervisors.

Skills

Cooking Knowledge, Stamina, Teamwork, Training at a culinary.

Work Experience

Culinary Intern
ABC Corporation  June 2001 – 2002 
 Prepared ingredients &amp; assembled dishes according to restaurant recipes and 

specifications.
 Complied with nutrition and sanitation regulations and safety standards.
 Cleaned up station and take care of leftover and execute lunch/dinner service on nightly 

basis.
 Prepared and executed menu items for private catering events.
 Familiared with &amp; adherent to recommended sanitary requirements applicable in 

commercial kitchens.
 Responsible for preparing various recopies, proper handling of product.
 Exposured to various international cuisines with full command on basic American and English 

dishes.

Culinary
Delta Corporation  2000 – 2001 
 Found the employer&rsquo;s requirements for the position and relate your skills with the 

same.
 Communicated your relevant education and experience if you have any in a presentable 

manner.
 Started resume with a robust and employer-focused career goal and communicate how you 

intend to utilize your competencies in favor of the hiring company.
 Formated the document smartly, highlighting the most relevant skills you have to grab the 

reader&rsquo;s attention.
 Proficient in followed given recipes and multiplying or dividing the quantities to prepare the 

required amount of end product.
 Special talent for operated various kitchen electric appliances included microwaves, electric 

grills, coffee makers and ovens.
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your current role.
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Education

High School Diploma
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